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LIV HOSPITALITY DESIGN AWARDS STANDS FOR THE BEST LIVING SPACE.

Society constantly redefines space. Hospitality responds by embracing these

changes, whether through the introduction of new accommodation concepts,

or by focusing on lifestyle, design, and the lived experience of guests.

From short-term rental to private housing, beach resort to boutique hotel,

campervan to co-living, today’s types of accommodation have never been

more diverse.

LIV HOSPITALITY DESIGN AWARDS STANDS FOR THE BEST EATING SPACE.

Local speciality restaurants are expanding globally, food courts are synonyms

of diversity, and fine dining is a multi-sensorial experience; the options available

in the food and beverage industry are in constant evolution, o�ering exciting

new concepts, di�erent atmospheres, designs, colors, and textures for both

our taste buds and our eyes.

Simply put, from cocktail bar to food court, Michelin-starred establishment or

an event space, food truck to a private club, the food and beverage scene has

never been as exciting as it is today.

Hospitality architecture and interior design are key factors in guest satisfaction

and benchmarks for the levels of service, quality and comfort that a guest

expects. The LIV Hospitality Design Awards strive to support and promote

inspired projects by professional designers, as well as fresh and stimulating

work created by emerging designers and students.

The LIV Awards BOOK OF DESIGN showcases a collection of the year’s best

hospitality-related architectural projects and interior design realizations. All

our winners are setting remarkable new standards and trends; they are truly

visionary designers, showcasing creativity and innovation. We hope you enjoy

discovering their work as much as we do sharing it.

The mission of the

LIV Hospitality Design

Awards is to celebrate

the quality architectural

ventures and diverse

interior design projects

that shape the

worldwide hospitality

industry. The program

was launched in 2020

and is an inclusive

platform, pursuing and

rewarding exceptional

projects within LIVING

and EATING spaces.



CAMPOS Polanco

Lead Designer(s): All Arquitectura

Description: CAMPOS Polanco is a rehabilitated 
six-floor Art Deco building, transformed into a 
sophisticated, first-class guesthouse in one of 
the best-located areas of the city. 

The formal inspiration for the project is a tribute 
to the original property. The use of brass, solid 
woods, terrazzo, and a varied palette of 
vegetation shapes and gives character to the 
atmospheres. The original structure was 
completely recovered - to reinterpret the space. 

The project is divided into two adjacent buildings: 
the recovered volume—which houses select 
residential suites, flexible common areas, the 
reception and a library bar on the ground floor—, 
and a brand-new volume that houses the 
administrative area.
Photo Credit: ANDAYVÉ

Hostel in the IKEA - jo&joe
vienna

Lead Designer(s): querkraft architekten

Description: Bang in the heart of the city, the 
guests are taking in penthouse views from the 
top levels of a new eco concept building. With 
custom street art, cinema room and one of the 
biggest rooftops in town, this is the place to hang 
out, eat and party every day of the week.

The hostel is placed in a special building, which 
makes it additionally outstanding. It's on the top 
levels of the city IKEA store at the Viennese 
Western Station. About 160 trees are planted on 
the external grid of the building and on the public 
roof terrace.

Fort 137
Daniel Joseph Chenin, Ltd., United States
Lead Designer(s): Daniel Joseph Chenin, AIA, 
NCARB, LEED AP BD+C
Winner in Private House
Description: Located in Nevada along the 
western most point of the Las Vegas Valley with 
unobstructed views of the Red Rock Canyon 
Conservation Area to its northwest and Spring 
Mountain along the southwest, Fort 137 is an 
environmentally conscious home comprised of a 
series of connected rock masses emerging from 
the earth.

Panoramic glass doors on the north and south 
facades extend the living space beyond the 
architectural perimeter while providing cross-
ventilation and daylighting, along with expansive 
views.
Photo Credit: Stetson Ybarra, Stephen Morgan, 
Daniel Joseph Chenin

Mandarin Villa
Wams Design Limited , Hong Kong
Lead Designer(s): Wanson Wan
Winner in Apartment
Description: The young couple house owners 
love modern style and are concerning the space 
planning for their sons.

The two children’s rooms are arranged adjacently 
and divided by full-height bookshelves. There are 
big geometric shape openings in the middle 
section of the divider forming a double-deck 
structure. The openings are not only a "secret 
passage" connecting the rooms but also a small 
world for the brothers to interact. A full-height 
sliding chalkboard is on each side of the divider 
for the boys to scribble and slide to control the 
access.

A Modern Layered Bachelor
Apartment
Celia Chu Design & Associates, Taiwan
Lead Designer(s): Celia Chu
Winner in Apartment
Description: This apartment is designed for a 
young bachelor, located next to the largest 
central park in Taipei, Daan Forest Park.
The designer believes that true luxury not only 
speaks from the visible space but also reflects on 
interests, habits, collections, and art. Especially, 
a unique bespoke dining-bar design to be used 
as both table and a bar for a more casual dining 
experience. A custom wine cabinet with tinted 
black hairline metal finishes in the breakfast 
kitchen shows his wine-tasting hobby during the 
day.
Photo Credit: Sebastien Veronese, Olivier 
Marceny
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Front picture: Terra Restaurant by Yod Group. Photo by YOD Group, Yevhenii Avramenko

Back picture: Avana Retreat by Pure Design Studio. Photo by Avana Retreat


